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MARKET SENTIMENT VS FUNDAMENTALS
The following is an extract from the January 07 Issue of The Global Speculator sent to subscribers on the 4th of
February 2008.
What a 4-5 weeks it has been! Since the last issue, the US Federal Reserve has cut interest rates 1.25% in a
startling display of bravado. World markets have been jittery to say the least and investment confidence has been
shaken. It is this investment confidence the Federal Reserve is desperately trying to restore and the jury is out as
to whether they will be successful.
The precious metals sector has been sailing into a monumental headwind as investors have been reluctant to enter
despite record gold and silver prices. The fundamentals continue to improve whilst share prices are either falling or
flat. This should translate into some pretty impressive profit results over the coming 3-6 months which may help to
generate some renewed enthusiasm. If we compare the recent rally in the XAU to that of previous rallies, namely
2003/04 and 2005/06, we can see that the general market sentiment is fairly poor in comparison (as indicated by
the falling Dow Jones Industrial Average). Whilst fundamentals are arguably better than ever, it is poor market
sentiment that is winning the day. A look at the top section of the chart shows the XAU continues to strongly
outperform the Dow Jones. For the time being, it is becoming increasingly evident that aggressive rate cutting is
not having the desired effect.
Dow Jones v XAU (Monthly)
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XAU

XAU GOLD RATIO
XAU

XAU
Performance

Gold
Price

Gold
Performance

Net
Position

Key Dates

XAU/Gold

19/11/2001

0.18

49.46

28/05/2002

0.27

88.65

79.24%

325.50

19.27%

59.96%

26/07/2002

0.18

55.73

-37.13%

303.30

-6.82%

-30.31%

08/12/2003

0.28

112.21

101.35%

406.60

34.06%

67.29%

13/05/2005

0.19

78.99

-29.61%

420.70

3.47%

-33.07%

31/01/2006

0.27

154.19

95.20%

570.70

35.65%

59.55%

16/08/2007
Current
(02/02/08)

0.19

125.99

-18.29%

662.25

16.04%

-34.33%

0.20

184.61

58.62%

907.90

37.09%

21.53%
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The XAU for the month of January 08 fell marginally from 190.35 to 184.61 as the gold price rose close to 5% from
US$865.80 to $907.90. This has seen the XAU/Gold ratio fall from 0.22 down to 0.20 as the shares have failed to
emulate the performance of the metal thanks to the previously discussed instability in world equity markets. Despite
the ratio sitting in the Accumulate Zone, caution must be taken when looking at the short to intermediate term
outlook. Having had the opportunity now to see how the market has responded to the aggressive rate cutting
exercise by the Fed, one doesn’t gain much confidence that rate cutting alone is going to ease market concerns.
With economic data coming out showing a deteriorating US economy, investor sentiment is waning. One also gets
the feeling that there are many more nasty surprises lurking just beneath the surface which could decimate the
markets at any point in time. What does this mean for the precious metals sector? In my opinion the precious
metals sector has performed admirably during this period and is clearly outperforming the industrial market as
indicated on our earlier chart. Fundamentals remain strong which will translate into improved earnings over the
coming months. Unfortunately, in the short to intermediate term, markets are driven predominantly by sentiment not
fundamentals which means the precious metals sector will remain somewhat vulnerable to any market instability.

OUTLOOK
The two short term scenarios as I see it over the coming weeks and months:

Scenario 1: I expect the XAU to be range bound with reasonable support around the 170 level with rally potential all
the way to 210 depending on the mood of equity markets. Regardless of whether equities fall or rise in general I would
expect the precious metals sector to continue to outperform. I am presently leaning to this scenario

Scenario 2: The general equity markets get caught up in a violent downturn taking the precious metals sector
temporarily with it. An example would be the Dow Jones dropping towards longer term support at 10,000 (see the
earlier chart). This could result in the XAU falling through strong support levels at the 165-170 mark and down to longer
term support at 145-150. Equity markets remain vulnerable and the risk of this scenario occurring firmly remains. For
now I do not support this scenario.

Intermediate Term Outlook:

My next target for the XAU is 208-210 (new highs). Whether we can go on and attempt a move to our intermediate
term target of 230-240 in the near term may largely be dependent on just how successful ongoing rate cuts are at
stemming market concerns. Given the recent market conditions, this target seems very unlikely with the second half of
2008 looking like a more realistic time horizon.
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NORTH AMERICAN SILVER INDEX (NASI)

The NASI, like the XAU, spent most of January 08 sidetracking despite higher silver prices. The relative strength
comparative with the silver price has broken support which is short term bearish in its implications. On the positive side,
the silver price in recent days has started to outperform gold with a decisive break of the 0.018 mark on the Silver/Gold
ratio (55 for the Gold/Silver ratio). Like the gold companies, the fundamentals for the silver companies has improved
quite markedly but poor market sentiment has again seen this largely fail to translate into share price appreciation. We
can see the strong resistance at 9,400 for the index remains firmly in place, with a breakout in the current climate
looking increasingly unlikely despite higher silver prices.

OUTLOOK
The two potential short term scenarios as I see it over the coming weeks and months:
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Scenario 1: The NASI will continue to be range bound with strong resistance at 9,400 and good support at 7,000.
Despite the Silver/Gold ratio breaking 0.018 (Gold/Silver - 55), a more risk averse investor will see the NASI struggling
to breach resistance. I am presently leaning towards this scenario.

Scenario 2: If there is a sharp fall in the equity markets, we could see a worse case scenario of a pull back to the
longer term support level of 5,000. Whilst a distinct possibility given the present market uncertainty, I don’t presently
support this scenario.

Intermediate Term Outlook:

The intermediate term target for the NASI of 11,000 towards March and April 2008 is looking increasingly unlikely given
the market’s failure to respond to aggressive rate cutting by the Fed. This target assumes, at the very least, a relatively
stable and panic free market which seems unlikely for the short to intermediate term. For this reason we have pushed
back our target date to the second half of 2008.

CLOSING COMMENTS
January 08 started off strongly but tapered off towards the end of the month as uncertainty started to take hold. Despite
aggressive rate cuts in the USA, the markets are looking anything but stable. Regardless of this, the precious metals
sector has continued to largely outperform the Dow Jones Industrial Average. As hard as it is to practice, investors
need to concentrate on improving fundamentals and take advantage of any irrational selling that occurs. This begs the
obvious question: What happens if you have been buying “the dips” for the last 2 years and are fully invested and all
out of ammunition! I can empathize with you. There is nothing more frustrating than being advised repeatedly to buy
the dips as if you have this bottomless pit of investment capital! Despite this, it is still important to keep your cool and
monitor the market for opportunities. If a good opportunity presents itself, you may very well want to sell an existing
position and put the proceeds into better prospects. As long as you are selling and buying in a down market, the losses
you make on one position can more than be offset by new positions once the sector rebounds. The present market
conditions are perfect for this type of housekeeping. For example there are many producing companies that have
performed very poorly in the recent weeks and months. If you hold some inactive junior explorers which may be years
away from producing (If ever), you may want to consider selling these positions in favor of buying depressed
producers. These companies offer the security of improved earnings and are more likely to recover faster in the weeks
and months ahead (less risky). For anyone interested I write a free newsletter on the precious metals market which you
can sign up for at The Global Speculator website below. Past issues of the newsletter may also be accessed.

Troy Schwensen
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DISCLAIMER
This publication has been prepared from a wide variety of sources which the editor to the best of his knowledge and
belief considers accurate. The editor does not Warren the accuracy of the information and forecasts contained in this
publication. This information is provided for educational purposes and nothing written should be construed as a
solicitation to buy and sell securities.
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